MORE Programme of Graz University of Technology
SUMMER SEMESTER 2017

Why becoming a MORE student?
MORE is an opportunity for refugees to gain a first insight into Graz University of Technology. It is a special programme for refugees who have not yet applied for admission as a regular degree student, but are considering this option for the future.

MORE benefits:
- admission as a non-degree student
- student union fee including insurance is paid by the student union (€ 19.20 per semester)
- free attendance of selected university courses / lectures (see below)
- free access to our libraries with your TU Graz student card
- student conditions in our Mensa cafeterias* with the Mensa stamp on your student card
- Buddy Programme: Meet up with a senior student who introduces you to campus life.

How to become a MORE-student?
Please register by sending the following information to more@tugraz.at:
- your full name
- your email address
- copy of your White Card
- what do you want to study: see this overview
- your German Level (e.g.: A1.2, B2.1, …): see europass examples
- your English Level (e.g.: A1.2, B2.1, …): see europass examples

Registration deadlines for MORE:
Summer semester 2017 20 April 2017
Winter semester 2017/18 20 November 2017

After your registration, the MORE team will inform you about the next steps via email.

Further questions?
If you have further questions, please contact the MORE team:
Ms. Elisabeth Tomaselli
Email: more@tugraz.at Phone: +43 316 873 4920

Visiting adress
Welcome Center
Mandellstraße 15 / 2nd floor 8010 Graz

Office hours
Monday to Friday: 10.00 am to 12.00 pm
Wednesday: 1.00 pm to 3.30 pm

* Mensa cafeterias
- Graz University of Technology: Mia & Mason: Stremayrgasse 16
- Graz University of Technology: M-Cafe Inffeldgasse: Inffeldgasse 10
- University of Graz: Mensa Sonnenfelsplatz: Sonnenfelsplatz 1
- Café Global: Leechgasse 22
GERMAN COURSES

GERMAN COURSES AT TREFFPUNKT SPRACHEN

Levels
Selection of a course from level B1/1st phase at treffpunkt sprachen
Learn more: treffpunkt sprachen Flyer

Registration
1. Please register at Welcome Center Graz University of Technology as MORE Student (see page 1)
   Contact: more@tugraz.at

2. Reservation of a course place at treffpunkt sprachen (9 January to 31 January 2017)
   Please select a course level and send your selection to treffpunkt sprachen
   Contact: Mag. Alexandra Tzivanopoulos, alexandra.tzivanopoulos@uni-graz.at

3. Enrollment at the Graz University of Technology (9 January to 31 January 2017)
   Contact: more@tugraz.at

4. Receiving the invoice (from February 9, 2017 on)
   As soon as the application has been approved, MORE students receive the invoice per email from treffpunkt sprachen. The course fee of € 60.-- must be transferred by bank within 7 days. Please send a confirmation of payment to alexandra.tzivanopoulos@uni-graz.at. As soon as treffpunkt sprachen registers the payment, you will receive a notification about a confirmed place by email. Your place can only be confirmed after your payment has been received within the given deadline.
   Contact: Mag. Alexandra Tzivanopoulos, alexandra.tzivanopoulos@uni-graz.at

5. Enrollment at the University of Graz
   Enrollment at the University of Graz is necessary in order for you to be able to attend the German course; the student union will assist you with the registration and an appointment will be arranged by the Welcome Center.
   Contact: more@tugraz.at (HTU Graz)

6. Refund of the course fee
   The fee of € 60.-- will be refunded upon submitting the payment confirmation and the positive course certificate (can be printed from UNIGRAZonline in the section "exam results")
   (Deadline: September 30, 2017); there will be an appointment for this procedure at TU Graz
   Contact: more@tugraz.at

ONLINE LINGUISTIC SUPPORT (OLS) FOR REFUGEES

In addition, you can attend an online German course free of charge. Further information will be available soon. Contact: more@tugraz.at
LECTURES AT TU GRAZ

Architecture

Title: to be defined
Pre-counselling required: The MORE team organises a counselling interview for interested MORE-students with the dean of studies to identify possible lectures.

Civil Engineering

Title: Bauwirtschaft Grundlagen (218.604) – lecture and exercise
Lecturers: Heck Detlef, Müller Florian
Language of instruction: German
Semester hours: 1.5 hours per week
MORE-contingent: 7 persons

Title: Hydraulik Grundlagen (213.110) – lecture and exercise
Lecturers: Zenz Gerald, Knoblauch Helmut, Staudacher Edwin
Language of instruction: German
Semester hours: 2 hours per week
MORE-contingent: 7 persons

Title: Konstruktiver Wasserbau Grundlagen 1 (213.112) - lecture and exercise
Lecturers: Zenz Gerald, Schneider Josef, Hammer Alfred, Knoblauch Helmut, Staudacher Edwin
Language of instruction: German
Semester hours: 3 hours per week
MORE-contingent: 7 persons

Mechanical Engineering and Economic Sciences

Title: to be defined
Pre-counselling required: The MORE team organises a counselling interview for interested MORE-students with the dean of studies to identify possible lectures.
**Electrical and Information Engineering**

*Title: Grundlagen elektrischer Netzwerke 1 (437.166) - lecture*
Lecturers: Magele Christian  
Language of instruction: German  
Semester hours: 3 hours per week  
MORE-contingent: 5 persons

*Title: Grundlagen elektrischer Netzwerke 1 (437.167) - exercise*
Lecturers: Magele Christian  
Language of instruction: German  
Semester hours: 2 hours per week  
MORE-contingent: 5 persons

**Mathematics, Physics and Geodesy**

*Title: Analysis 2 (MAT.151) – lecture*
Lecturers: Grabner Peter  
Language of instruction: German  
Semester hours: 5 hours per week  
MORE-contingent: 10 persons

*Title: Analysis 2 (MAT.152_1) - exercise*
Lecturers: Brauchart Johann, Cooley Oliver  
Language of instruction: German  
Semester hours: 2 hours per week  
MORE-contingent: 10 persons

*Please note: Analysis 2 is based on Analysis 1 in winter semester.*

*Title: Programmieren C++ (MAT.156_1) – lecture and exercise*
Lecturers: Stanek Rostislav  
Language of instruction: German  
Semester hours: 4 hours per week  
MORE-contingent: 10 persons
Technical Chemistry, Chemical and Process Engineering, Biotechnology

**Title: Mensch und Umwelt: Biosphäre und Ökosystem (UNT.003)**
Lecturers: Posch Alfred, Steininger Karl
Language of instruction: German
Semester hours: 2 hours per week
MORE-contingent: 10 persons

**Title: Seminar for Integration and Evaluation of Systems (UNT.203) - Master level**
Lecturers: Füllsack Manfred, Huber Anton
Language: English
Semester hours: 2 hours per week
MORE-contingent: 5 persons

**Title: Earth’s Climate System and Climate Change (SES.010) - Master level**
Lecturers: Kirchengast Gottfried
Language of instruction: English
Semester hours: 2 hours per week
MORE-contingent: 10 persons

Computer Science and Biomedical Engineering

**Title: Programmieren 0 (INB.02010UF)**
Lecturers: Schindler Christian, Slany Wolfgang
Language of instruction: German
Semester hours: 1 hour per week
MORE-contingent: 20 persons

**Title: Grundlagen der Informatik (GST.378) – lecture**
**Title: Grundlagen der Informatik (GST.379) – exercise**
Lecturer: Ellmer M.
Language of instruction: German
Semester hours: 2+1 hours per week
MORE-contingent: 20 persons

Please get in touch with your buddy or the Welcome Center for further information on other lectures not listed here.